Light switches
British Standard

The fascination of contrasts
A diverse portfolio
Designs for every lifestyle

At ABB we attach great importance to the details, whether it’s a switch’s acoustics, its feel, surface, color or material. And it’s the range of these details that means we can now offer you an extensive portfolio of switches to suit both you and your living situation.
An element of sophistication

Forced from one of nature’s most timeless materials, the Millenium range of metal switches ensures your interior makes exactly the statement you intended.
A Millenium switch is engineered to impress. It perfectly complements cool environments with its striking, ultra-slim design and distinctive, classy metal finish while its wide range of functionality will meet even the highest of customer demands.
Nature rarely presents us with straight lines and the Concept bs range of switches reflects this. Rather than rigidly sticking to squares, it steps outside the box to add some subtle curves to your interior design.
A natural flow

With their distinctive curves, Concept bs switches add an extra subtlety to your room design. Shaped around straight lines, yet not restricted to them, the range comes in a wide choice of colours, is packed with functionality and helps your ideas flow in line with their individual design.
Contemporary touches

Small features come together to create a stylish bigger picture. Our Busch-axcent® switch range stands for this interior design credo, combining consistently strong linear design with a variety of colors.
**Busch-axcent®**

Lively and rich in contrast

Busch-axcent® combines the power of purity and quality of high class materials – glass, thermoplastic, and metal – with contrasting colors that perfectly reflect your style.
A class of its own

Your own living space deserves the very best; Busch-dynasty® offers just that. Handcrafted and developed together with international design experts, this switch offers an almost lavishly luxurious aesthetic.
Busch-dynasty®
Each switch is one-of-a-kind

The brass used for this switch range is hand polished or brushed for an antique look and feel. The same care and attention is given to the rocker made of high-quality plastic – it’s also hand-painted or brushed. Busch-dynasty® gives you a genuinely unique specimen with its own personal touch.
Outstandingly consistent

Unwaveringly stylish and consistent in form, material and design: pure stainless steel offers 100% quality and durability.
pure stainless steel
One hundred percent

pure stainless steel uses 100% stainless steel for cover frames and switches. At the same time, an invisible anti-fingerprint coating ensures that you leave an impression but without the imprint.
Clearly defined understatement

carat® makes a clear commitment to top-class design. Crystal-clear shapes and contrasting colors support a discreetly uncluttered interior design.
carat® From clear to extravagant

carat® unites straight lines and authentic materials in an independent object. The independence which can be admired in this switch range meets the requirements of sophisticated architecture.
The essentials broken down to the minimum

Straightforward, uncomplicated, minimized without compromise: When there's nothing to distract you, you find peace and concentration. And discover absolute clarity in simple objectivity. future® linear stands for this clarity.
future® linear
Uncompromisingly clear

The appeal of future® linear lies in its uncompromisingly simple and precise design, which offers no surface for distraction. This switch range also offers a color palette that corresponds to any contemporary architectural concept.

01 studio white matt*
02 2gang combination switch/socket outlet with shutter studio white matt
03 black matt*
04 ivory white
05 studio white
06 aluminium silver
07 anthracite

*Softouch: stimulating colors with pleasant haptics and a hard-wearing surface
Individual and balanced

With its dynamic form and color scheme, the solo® switch range adds a subtle, harmonious highlight and is a real eye-catcher in any room.
Linear yet with a sense of swing: solo® focuses on contrasts in form and color. This switch range creates something truly special: a harmonious, relaxed appearance.
Multifunctionality
Technology that leaves nothing more to be desired

From light switches, through blind control to smart phone charging stations: Within our design ranges we offer you a comprehensive range of functions to meet all your requirements and ensure a uniformed appearance.
Multifunctionality

Our switch range not only meets every optical requirement, it meets all functional requirements too. All cover frames are also available in 1 to 5gang versions and can be mounted both vertically and horizontally.
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